Nr. 1307/14.12.2021
COMUNICAT de PRESĂ
•

UNGARIA – burse acordate în baza documentului de colaborare bilaterală
Agenția de Credite și Burse de Studii vă aduce la cunoștință oferta de burse pentru anul

universitar 2022/2023, acordate în baza Înțelegerii de colaborare între Ministerul Educației,
Cercetării și Tineretului din România și Ministerul Educației și Culturii din Republica Ungară,
privind colaborarea în domeniul învățământului și a ofertei Tempus Public Foundation nr. AK00361-001/2021, transmisă de Direcția Generală Relații Europene și Afaceri Internaționale și
înregistrată la A.C.B.S. cu nr. 1304/13.12.2021:

-

Studii parțiale / semestriale de licență, masterat sau doctorat (3-10 luni);

-

Studii complete de licență, masterat sau doctorat finalizate cu diplomă
(36/24/36 luni);

-

Vizite de studiu cu durată scurtă sau lungă (3 zile- 10 luni);

-

Cursuri de vară (2-4 săptămâni).

Termenele limită pentru depunerea aplicației la partea ungară sunt:
- 24 februarie 2022 pentru studii parțiale/semestriale, studii complete și vizite de studii;
- 10 martie pentru cursurile de vară.
Aplicația la partea ungară se realizează online, pe site-ul https://scholarship.hu .
Găsiți oferta părții ungare inclusiv condițiile de aplicație și lista cu documentele necesare
accesând

site-ul

http://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-

applicants.
- https://tka.hu/docs/palyazatok/call_in_partial_studies_2022-23.pdf
- https://tka.hu/docs/palyazatok/call_incoming_full_degree_studies_2022-23.pdf
- https://tka.hu/docs/palyazatok/call_incoming_study_visits_2022-232112070931.pdf
ATENȚIE: Partea ungară solicită scrisoare de accept preliminară din partea
instituției unde urmează să vă desfășurați stagiul de bursă. Informații despre aceasta
găsiți în link-urile mai sus menționate.
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Concursul național pentru acordarea burselor se desfășoară conform Regulamentului de
organizare și desfășurare a concursurilor naționale pentru acordarea burselor de
studii/cercetare/specializare/cursuri de vară în străinătate, oferite în baza documentelor de
colaborare bilaterală sau în mod unilateral de alte state, aprobat prin O.M.E.N. nr. 5408/2017
și Regulamentului privind organizarea și funcționarea Agenției de Credite și Burse de Studii,
aprobat prin O.M.E.N. nr. 5568/2016.
INFORMAȚII
Partea primitoare va acorda școlarizare gratuită și o bursă în funcție de tipul de program
de

studii

–

vedeți

informații

complete

la

http://tka.hu/international-

programmes/4133/information-for-applicants.
Partea română asigură, pentru bursele cu o durată mai mare de 3 luni, în baza H.G. nr.
1070/2001, transportul internațional (din București până la locul de stagiu și retur) și o sumă
în valută, ca supliment la bursa oferită de statul primitor, în limita bugetului aprobat. Finanțarea
și transportul oferite de partea română vor fi acordate doar bursierilor care participă fizic la
cursuri.
CONDIȚII DE ELIGIBILITATE (trebuie îndeplinite cumulativ):
1. candidații sunt cetățeni români, cu domiciliul stabil în România;
2. provin din instituții de învățământ de stat sau particulare acreditate din România/
instituții organizatoare de studii universitare de doctorat din România/ institute de cercetare
aflate în subordinea Ministerului Educației și au, după caz, una din următoarele calități:
a) elevi în clasa a XII-a;
b) studenți la învățământul de zi, la studii universitare de licență/de masterat;
c) doctoranzi;
d) cadre didactice titulare;
e) medici rezidenți (pe perioada finanțată din bugetul Ministerului Educației);
f) cercetători.
3. fac dovada acceptării la studii/ stagii de cercetare/ specializare de instituții de
învățământ superior sau institute de cercetare afiliate universităților sau structurilor academice
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din statul respectiv, dacă este condiție de înscriere la concurs solicitată de partea externă; pentru
aceasta, candidații fac demersuri personale, direct la instituții din străinătate;
4. cunosc cel puțin o limbă străină, acceptată pentru stagiu în țara respectivă.
ATENȚIE!
Candidații nominalizați de Consiliul sau Biroul Consiliului A.C.B.S. au obligația ca, la
momentul plecării pentru efectuarea stagiului de bursă în străinătate, să facă dovada că provin
din instituții de învățământ de stat sau particular acreditate din România/ instituții organizatoare
de studii universitare de doctorat din România/ institute de cercetare aflate în subordinea
Ministerul Educației și au, după caz, una din următoarele calități:
a) studenți la învățământul de zi, la studii universitare de licență / masterat;
b) doctoranzi;
c) cadre didactice titulare;
d) medici rezidenți (pe perioada finanțată din bugetul Ministerului Educației);
e) cercetători.
În cazul în care aceste condiții nu sunt îndeplinite la momentul plecării pentru
efectuarea stagiului de bursă, candidații nominalizați pierd calitatea de bursieri ai statului
român, și, în consecință nu li se întocmesc ordinele de deplasare și nu beneficiază de finanțare
din partea Ministerului Educației, prin A.C.B.S.
DOSARUL DE CANDIDATURĂ
Data înscrierii la concurs se consideră:
a) data înregistrării la Registratura A.C.B.S., pentru dosarele depuse personal sau prin curier;
b) data încărcării, pentru cele transmise online.
Dosarele de candidatură primite sau încărcate online după termenul limită nu vor fi evaluate.
I. Dosarul în limba română poate fi depus fizic la Registratura A.C.B.S. sau încărcat
electronic (scanat după original, în format PDF) și cuprinde:
1. Consimțământul pentru prelucrarea datelor cu caracter personal, disponibil în format
electronic (www.roburse.ro);
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2. Formular tip de înscriere la concurs, semnat de candidat, disponibil în format electronic
(www.roburse.ro);
3. Curriculum Vitae;
4. Proiect de studiu/cercetare/creație artistică care justifică, în 5 – 10 pagini, activitatea pe
durata stagiului pentru care se solicită bursa, precum și aplicabilitatea acestuia în România,
după terminarea stagiului de bursă în străinătate; proiectul va fi structurat după cum urmează:
- motivație, justificare;
- obiective clare, precise;
- fezabilitate;
- activități prevăzute în vederea realizării obiectivelor;
- mod de valorificare a rezultatelor obținute în timpul stagiului;
- vocabular bogat, adecvat domeniului pentru care solicită bursa;
- exprimare coerentă și logică a ideilor;
- bibliografie selectivă.
5. Program de valorificare a cunoștințelor dobândite în timpul stagiului de studii sau de
cercetare în străinătate, stabilit de comun acord cu conducerea instituției de unde provine
candidatul, semnat de conducătorul instituției – rector (pentru universități) sau director (pentru
școli, licee sau institute de cercetare) – și înregistrat la registratura instituției respective; acesta
va cuprinde referiri la activitățile didactice, de cercetare, științifice, artistice sau sportive pe
care le va întreprinde bursierul și care să fie în beneficiul instituției de proveniență;
6. Acordul conducerii instituției de unde provine candidatul, pentru obținerea unei burse în
străinătate, semnat de conducătorul instituției – rector (pentru universități) sau director (pentru
școli, licee sau institute de cercetare) – și înregistrat la registratura acesteia;
7. Recomandări din partea a două cadre didactice titulare în învățământul preuniversitar sau
universitar, după caz, ori personalități din domeniul în care se solicită bursa;
8. Listă de lucrări comunicate în țară și în străinătate (titlul, anul și locul comunicării), de lucrări
publicate în țară și în străinătate (titlul, editura, anul apariției, volumul, cu menționarea
paginilor), cărți/traduceri publicate în țară și în străinătate (titlul, editura, anul) - în calitate de
unic autor sau coautor;
Notă: În cazul în care candidații nu au activitate științifică/artistică etc, dovedită prin
documente, dosarele intră în etapa evaluării academice, cu pierderea punctajului alocat
acestora.
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9. Copii ale actelor de studii: foi matricole, situații școlare, diplome (bacalaureat, licență, studii
aprofundate, masterat, doctorat);
10. Copia atestatului sau certificatului de cunoaștere a unei limbi străine de circulație
internațională sau a limbii străine acceptate de partea externă pentru stagiu;
11. Adeverința medicală care atestă faptul că persoana este declarată aptă pentru efectuarea
stagiului în străinătate;
12. Adeverința care atestă calitatea candidatului în anul universitar în curs;
13. Documentul privind acceptarea candidatului la universități/institute din străinătate, dacă
este cazul;
14. Copia buletinului de identitate / cărții de identitate;
15. Copia certificatului de naștere și, eventual, de căsătorie;
16. Copia chitanței sau a ordinului de plată prin care s-a achitat taxa pentru procesarea
dosarului.
Taxa se poate achita în numerar la casieria A.C.B.S. din Str. Caransebeș nr. 1, etaj 7, sect. 1,
București, sau prin virament bancar, utilizând următoarele coordonate:
Beneficiar: Agenția de Credite și Burse de Studii
Cod fiscal: 26318777
CONT: RO82TREZ70120G335000XXXX
Deschis la Trezoreria sector 1, București.

Note
1. La dosar se pot anexa copii ale lucrărilor reprezentative, diplome obținute la concursuri
naționale și internaționale; în domeniul artistic/sportiv se vor asimila activitățile specifice
(expoziții, filme, concerte, performanțe naționale, mondiale, olimpice etc.).
2. Documentele redactate în limbi străine sunt însoțite de traducerea autorizată în limba
română și legalizată.
Numai candidații nominalizați sunt obligați ca, în termenul prevăzut în calendarul
concursului, să depună dosarul în format fizic la Registratura A.C.B.S., care să conțină
următoarele documente:
a) Program de valorificare a cunoștințelor dobândite în timpul stagiului în străinătate – în
original;
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b) Acordul conducerii instituției de unde provine candidatul – în original;
c) Recomandări din partea a două cadre didactice titulare în învățământul preuniversitar sau
universitar, după caz, ori personalități din domeniul în care se solicită bursa – în original;
d) Actele de studii - conformate cu originalul (conformarea se face la sediul A.C.B.S.) sau în
copii legalizate;
e) Atestatul sau certificatul de cunoaștere a unei limbi străine de circulație internațională sau a
limbii străine acceptate de partea externă pentru stagiu în țara respectivă – în original;
f) Adeverința medicală care atestă faptul că persoana este declarată aptă pentru efectuarea
stagiului în străinătate – în original;
g) Adeverința care atestă calitatea candidatului în anul universitar în curs – în original;
h) Buletinul de identitate/cartea de identitate în original, pentru conformarea copiei cu acesta
la sediul A.C.B.S.;
i) Certificatul de naștere și, eventual, de căsătorie pentru conformarea copiei cu acesta la sediul
A.C.B.S.
II. Dosarul pentru partea externă
Candidații nominalizați vor depune on-line documentele solicitate de partea externă –
a se vedea site-ul http://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants
- https://tka.hu/docs/palyazatok/call_in_partial_studies_2022-23.pdf
- https://tka.hu/docs/palyazatok/call_incoming_full_degree_studies_2022-23.pdf
- https://tka.hu/docs/palyazatok/call_incoming_study_visits_2022-232112070931.pdf
ATENȚIE: Partea ungară solicită scrisoare de accept preliminară din partea
instituției unde urmează să vă desfășurați stagiul de bursă. Informații despre aceasta
găsiți în link-urile mai sus menționate.
Notă: Dacă partea externă solicită și alte documente, acestea vor fi aduse la cunoștință
candidaților nominalizați pentru a-și completa dosarele.
Candidații care nu depun documentele prevăzute anterior sau ale căror
documente nu sunt conforme cu originalele vor fi respinși, locurile acestora fiind ocupate
de eventualele rezerve.
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CALENDARUL DESFĂȘURĂRII CONCURSULUI LA PARTEA ROMÂNĂ
Termenul limită pentru depunerea dosarului de candidatură
Verificarea administrativă a dosarelor și afișarea rezultatelor la verificarea
administrativă

24.02.2022
25-28.02.2022

Depunerea contestațiilor la verificarea administrativă

01.03.2022

Soluționarea contestațiilor la verificarea administrativă

02-04.03.2022

Evaluarea academică

07-11.03.2022

Selecția și nominalizarea candidaturilor de Consiliul A.C.B.S. și afișarea
rezultatelor

14-15.03.2022

Depunerea contestațiilor la evaluarea academică

16-18.03.2022

Soluționarea contestațiilor și nominalizarea finală

21-25.03.2022

Depunerea documentelor originale de către candidații nominalizați

28-29.03.2022

NOTE
1. Oferta de burse sau calendarul de desfășurare a concursului ori plecarea în străinătate
poate suferi modificări generate de cazuri de forță majoră (cum ar fi cele cauzate de contexte
geopolitice, medicale, economice etc. internaționale) și în funcție de solicitările, deciziile părții
externe. Pentru informații suplimentare detaliate privind organizarea și desfășurarea
concursului național, vă rugăm să vizitați site-ul www.roburse.ro.
2. Condițiile de cazare, școlarizare, masă oferite inițial pot fi modificate de partea
primitoare, fără răspunderea A.C.B.S.
3. Problemele care pot să decurgă din condițiile de transport internațional la și de la
locul de stagiu, precum și cele referitoare la condițiile de trai ( masă, cazare), la activitățile
universitare, la asigurarea medicală pe teritoriul statului ofertant sunt exclusiv în sarcina
companiilor de transport internațional sau a părții primitoare.
4. Candidații trebuie să respecte condițiile impuse de partea externă ( de exemplu,
legislația internă a statului primitor și regulamentele instituției de învățământ în care studiază).
5. Decizia finală privind acceptarea bursierilor la studii, condițiile financiare, de cazare
și de masă, taxele școlare aparține părții externe.
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6. Candidații trebuie să se intereseze dacă actele de studii obținute în urma stagiului în
străinătate sunt recunoscute / echivalate de Centrul Național de Recunoaștere și Echivalare a
Diplomelor (www.cnred.edu.ro), în funcție de domeniul pentru care se solicită bursa.
7. Candidații sunt sfătuiți să verifice alertele de călătorie emise de Ministerul Afacerilor
Externe (http://www.mae.ro/travel-alerts).
Director General
Maria – Magdalena JIANU
Întocmit,
Consilier Cristina Buză
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CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
FOR HUNGARIAN STATE SCHOLARSHIPS1
2022-2023
Call for applications for foreigners
to conduct partial/semester studies in the academic year 2022-2023
AIM OF THE SCHOLARSHIP
Based on the financial support of the Hungarian Government, Tempus Public Foundation offers
scholarships for foreign higher education students who would like to gain further knowledge and
experience in Hungarian higher education institutions.
Applications may be submitted in two ways:
1) As a nominee of the sending country’s national scholarship organisation, based on the
bilateral agreement of the two countries signed by the Hungarian Government and the
relevant ministry of the given country or territory. Such applicants are entitled to apply for
scholarships defined in the agreement. Information regarding these applicants about the
application procedure, internal deadlines, pre-assessment and shortlisting of applications
are in the scope of duties of the national partner office of Tempus Public Foundation and of
the responsible department of the national/territorial ministry of education. Applicants
need to submit an application to responsible ministry (or scholarship organisation) of the
sending country, as well as to Tempus Public Foundation. Applications nominated by the
sending country take priority. As a nominee, you may apply from the following countries:
Bulgaria, People’s Republic of China (exclusively in the field of Hungarian language and
culture), Croatia, Czech Republic, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia.
2) Independently from the sending country’s national scholarship organisation,
without being nominated through a bilateral agreement and not needing to submit an
application to the sending country, the citizens of the following countries may apply
individually, directly to Tempus Public Foundation:

The call is conditional until Tempus Public Foundation receives the necessary state funds. By submitting
the application, applicants acknowledge that should the signing of the scholarship agreement not happen
or if the call is withdrawn or modified, the applicant may not appeal for any indemnity or reimbursement
against Tempus Public Foundation under any legal title.
1

The call for applications may be modified depending on the actual national or international pandemic
situation.

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan (exclusively in the field of Hungarian
language and culture), Korean Republic (exclusively in the field of Hungarian language and
culture), Latvia, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, San Marino,
Spain, Switzerland, Sweden, Slovakia, Slovenia, UK, USA.

SCHOLARSHIP TYPES
Applicants for partial/semester bachelor, master and doctoral studies can apply for programs held
in Hungarian or English language. Students with Hungarian as a major or minor may only apply
for studies held in Hungarian language. In case the language of instruction is English, students have
to attend courses of Hungarian language and culture. Those applying for studies in Hungarian
language take priority. The language of instruction has to be specified in the Acceptance letter of
the Hungarian host institution (see below under ‘Documents to be submitted’). The applicants
must agree on the language of instruction with the host institution.
The tuition fee is covered by the Hungarian state.
ELIGIBILITY
Partial/semester bachelor or master studies (3-10 months) are primarily for students
majoring in Hungarian language and literature, as well as for other students enrolled outside
Hungary at the bachelor or master level or in a single-track higher education programme, such as
General Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmaceutical or Veterinary Studies, Architecture and Law. To
apply, students are required to have minimum one completed semester at their home institutions.
Partial/semester doctoral studies (1-10 months) are available for applicants who are enrolled
in a PhD programme at an accredited higher education institution in a foreign country (not in
Hungary).
Partial/semester studies are available only for those who are enrolled in one of the higher
education institutions of the partner relations. The enrolled status is necessary at the moment of
application.
The following are not entitled to apply or are not eligible for a scholarship:





Foreign citizens with an immigration/ settlement permit or in the course of applying for
such a permit in Hungary,
Foreign citizens with permanent residence in Hungary,
Foreign citizens employed as defined by the Hungarian Labour Law,
Foreign citizens residing in Hungary.
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AGE LIMIT FOR APPLICANTS
Applicants must be over 18 at the time of submitting the application. There is no age limit.
FURTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The scholarships allow for studies in any field of arts or sciences at an accredited Hungarian stateor church-owned, as well as foundation-supported (law Nftv. 117/C) higher education institution.
At most one application can be submitted for partial/semester studies (in case of several
applications, the last one will be considered as valid). Students may submit another application
for summer courses or for study visits in case they do not overlap in time. The applicant can thus
be granted with a second scholarship if there is no time overlap between the two and if the
budgetary allocations make it possible.
In case of receiving any other Hungarian-state or EU scholarships granted for the same time
period, applicants are not eligible for the Bilateral State Scholarship.
Scholarship-holders must stay in Hungary during the entire period of their studies, excluding
school and public holidays.
SUBMITTING THE APPLICATION
Applicants should submit their applications in the online system of Tempus Public Foundation
(https://scholarship.hu/) in the following way:




Register with a user ID and password.
After registration, fill in the CV tab and attach the applications documents under
’Documents to be submitted’.
For the application, a technical online application guide can be found on our webpage
(http://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants).

Please note that we can only accept complete applications submitted before the deadline
through the online system. Applications submitted via post or e-mail will not be accepted.
Before starting the online procedure please read our Online Application Guide carefully and do
not wait until the last few days to apply.
Deadline: 24th February 2022, Thursday, 11 pm CET
(closure of the online application system)
Please keep your USER ID and PASSWORD used for registration as you will need them later
on.
In case of several applications, the last one will be considered as valid.
In the course of formal evaluation, TPF may send your application back to you if it needs to be
completed. The application may be completed once only. If the applicant does not fully or properly
complete the application within the fixed deadline, his/her incomplete application may be rejected
without any further assessment.
3

Please note that the applications will be evaluated professionally based on the documents
submitted, so please make sure to provide all the necessary information and attachments listed in
this call.
Please, note that applicants applying under the bilateral agreement system should submit their
applications and required documents to the organization responsible for scholarships in the
sending country, too. These scholarship offices or responsible ministries work with individual
deadlines. Applicants are advised to contact the responsible organisation of their sending country
as soon as possible so that it can officially rank and nominate the applications to Tempus Public
Foundation.

DOCUMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED
Applications have to include the below-listed documents.
The language of the documents can be Hungarian, English, French or German. If they are not
written in any of these four languages, their official Hungarian or English translations must also
be attached. (Documents with the stamp and signature of the issuing institution on letterhead can
be considered as official, there is no need to have it translated by a translator office.)
General application documents necessary for all applicants of partial/semester studies:
1. Application form of Tempus Public Foundation (downloadable from the online system:)
After signing and dating the document by hand, its scanned version should be
uploaded. A qualified e-signature (AVDH) or any other type of officially certified
electronic signature can also be used.
2. Certificate of enrolment issued by the applicant’s host institution including the expected
date of graduation.
Beyond the above general application documents, other documents necessary for bachelor or
master partial/semester studies:
3. Motivation letter – minimum 1 maximum 2 pages long
4. Copy of Transcript of Records
o for bachelor studies: copy of the Transcript of Records of the last completed
semester
o for master studies: copy of the bachelor’s degree and copy of the Transcript of
Records of the last completed semester
5. Proof of Hungarian or English language proficiency required for the completion of the
studies (at least B2 knowledge, for example, a language exam certificate, or a certificate
issued by the sending institution, foreign Hungarian Cultural Institute, lectorate or consul,
written in Hungarian or English.)
6. Preliminary Acceptance Letter issued by the relevant Head of Department and
International Office of a Hungarian Higher Education Institution, dated, stamped and
signed on institutional letterhead with contact details. (Please, use this form, it is
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downloadable here: http://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-forapplicants )
Beyond the above general application documents, other application documents necessary for
doctoral partial/semester studies:
3. Precise and detailed work plan 2-5 pages long (according to the work plan template:
https://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants )
4. Copy of the highest degree/diploma
5. Proof of Hungarian or English language proficiency required for the completion of the
studies (at least B2 knowledge, for example, a language exam certificate, or a certificate
issued by the sending institution, Hungarian Cultural Institute, lectorate or consul, written
in Hungarian or English.) Applicants for Hungarian language partial studies held by KKMBalassi Institute make an exception since knowledge of Hungarian language is not a
requirement there.
6. Preliminary Acceptance Letter issued by the head of an accredited Hungarian doctoral
school and international office, dated, stamped, signed on institutional letterhead with
contact
details.
(Please,
use this
form,
it
is
downloadable
here:
http://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants)
7. Two Letters of Recommendation from two recognized experts in the relevant discipline
with original signature, dated, stamped and/or on institutional letterhead with contact
details. The signers of the Letters of Recommendations cannot be the same as of the
Preliminary Acceptance Letter. Recommendations older than 6 months cannot be accepted.
ART SCHOLARSHIPS
Applicants for art scholarships must attach the following supplementary documents uploaded
in the field ‘Other documents’:
 Fine and applied artists: the link of the webpage of 5 works of art (”portfolio”) indicating
the date of creation.
 Performing artists: the link of the webpage of 3 performances of different styles.
Fine, applied and performing artists may be required by the host university to submit a more
detailed portfolio or to take part in an entrance exam before a scholarship is granted.
Applicants to Liszt Academy of Music (LFZE), before preparing and submitting their application,
should contact the International Department of the Academy for detailed information on specific
opportunities
and
also
ask
for
a
Letter
of
Invitation.
Contact
e-mail:
international.office@lisztakademia.hu, phone: +36 1 462 4616. The Acceptance Letter must be
signed by the Head of Institution and the Head of Department. Letters signed only by department
teachers are not accepted.
Applicants should also send their application to Liszt Academy of Music before 15 April besides
submitting it to Tempus Public Foundation and – depending on the type of scholarship and
programme – they have to send a portfolio (for further information applicants should contact the
Academy). Applicants should indicate on the application form that they applied for a Bilateral State
Scholarship to Tempus Public Foundation at the same time.
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APPLICATION PROCEDURE
The Hungarian party first examines the applicants’ eligibility, then evaluates applications
nominated and ranked by partner offices, as well as individually submitted applications.
After a formal assessment carried out by Tempus Public Foundation, formally correct applications
will be evaluated professionally (see, scoring system at the end of this call).
Preference is given to applicants nominated by their sending relation in the selection procedure.
Any kind of undue influence on the professional evaluation or the application procedure causes
immediate exclusion from the selection procedure.
Scholarships are granted by the Board of Trustees of Tempus Public Foundation in the name of the
Minister responsible for higher education in Hungary.
All applicants (and, in case of nomination, the national/territorial partner offices, too) will be
informed of the final result of the application (awarded scholarship/waiting list/rejection)
electronically (in special circumstances, by post, too) by Tempus Public Foundation. At the same
time, successful applicants will be provided with information concerning the terms and conditions
needed to organise their stay in Hungary, in May-June 2022. Tempus Public Foundation informs
the host institute, as well.
There is no appeal to the decision.
SCHOLARSHIP RATES
The scholarship is paid by the receiving higher education institution to the scholarship-holder.
Bachelor and Master partial/semester studies:
Stipend: 56 600 HUF/month (not covering the cost of living)
Accommodation: student hostel accommodation depending on the capacity of the
university, paid by the scholarship-holder
Doctoral partial/semester studies:
Stipend: In 1st and 2nd year 140 000 HUF/month; in 3rd and 4th year 180 000 HUF/month
(not necessarily covering the cost of living)
Accommodation: student hostel accommodation depending on the capacity of the
university, paid by the scholarship-holder.
The costs of the study programme are covered by the Hungarian State.
Scholarship-holders who are nominated by their sending relation from the Czech Republic,
Poland and the Slovak Republic receive their stipend from their sending relation. Hence, the
amount of their stipend is set by the respective scholarship offices of these countries.
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Travel expenses to Hungary, within Hungary and back to the country of origin are not covered by
Tempus Public Foundation.

FURTHER INFORMATION ON FINANCIAL PROVISIONS
In case of receiving any other Hungarian-state or EU-financed scholarships for the same
purpose and time period, applicants are not eligible for the Bilateral State Scholarship.
The scholarship is meant to contribute to the living expenses of only one person, it does not
necessarily cover all expenses during the scholarship period. Tempus Public Foundation does not
provide any financial support for visa fees and any allowance for accompanying persons. Apart
from the above-mentioned costs, Tempus Public Foundation cannot ensure any other allowance
or support.

OBLIGATIONS OF THE SCHOLAR
Should there be any personal changes in personal data (especially change of permanent address,
e-mail address, phone number), the applicant has to notify Tempus Public Foundation
immediately.
IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD
Scholarships have to be implemented during the academic year 2022-2023. Scholarship period can
be started at earliest on 1st September 2022 and must be finished by 31st July 2023 at latest.
POSTPONEMENT
The scholarship can only be used within the implementation period, it cannot be postponed to the
following academic year.
To modify the starting date within the implementation period can be arranged after receiving the
consent of the host institution. The scholar has to inform Tempus Public Foundation about it. The
request for postponement has to be submitted to the contact person at Tempus Public Foundation
by email.
The modification of the starting date has to be arranged between the scholar and the host
institution.
RESIGNATION
The scholar has to inform the contact person at Tempus Public Foundation about his or her
resignation immediately by email. In case the applicant cannot or do not want to use the
scholarship within the period approved by the decision of Tempus Public Foundation and he or
she wished to postpone it to the following year, a new application needs to be submitted.
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ENTITLEMENT TO HEALTHCARE SERVICES
According to the rules of the European Parliament and Council Regulations 883/2004 (EC) and
987/2009 (EC), scholarship-holders who are citizens of either the European Union, EEA member
countries or Switzerland are entitled to healthcare services in medical necessity during their stay
in Hungary.
Healthcare services in medical necessity during their stay in Hungary are available for scholarshipholders with the European Health Insurance Card (E111). Medical necessity is determined by the
physician who considers the given circumstances. Scholarship-holders should obtain the European
Health Insurance Card in their home country prior to the arrival to Hungary.
Further important information: healthcare services can only be provided – according to the equal
treatment principle of the European Union - by those healthcare providers that have contractual
relations with the National Health Insurance Fund (NEAK). The scholarship holder has to cover the
costs of those services that are provided by a private healthcare provider that has no contractual
relation with NEAK.
Citizens of all other countries - who wish to stay in Hungary for more than 1 month - are covered
for medical treatment in case of sudden illness by the Hungarian party. This insurance does not
cover dentistry services, with the exception of urgent treatments. Health insurance covered by the
Hungarian party is only available for scholarship holders under the age of 65.
PUBLICATIONS
The scholar as an author or co-author undertakes to indicate in every Hungarian or foreign
publication, thesis and dissertation etc, which was partially or completely a result of the
scholarship study, that it was supported by the Hungarian Government.
CONTACT
Address: 1077 Budapest, Kéthly Anna tér 1.
Postal address: 1438 Budapest 70, Postafiók: 508
Web: https://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants
E-mail address: bilateral@tpf.hu
SCORING SYSTEM
Evaluation requirements

maximum scores

background of the applicant and relevance
of the scholarship

10

8

Hungarian or English knowledge

10

quality of motivation letter

10

overall impressions

10

nominee of the foreign partner

10

Hungarian-language studies

10

Total:

60

APPENDIX
Workplan (only for doctoral studies), Preliminary Acceptance Letter form and Online Application
Guide: http://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants

Decision of the Board of Trustees of Tempus Public Foundation: 21 October 2021
Publication of the Call for Application: 2 December 2021
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CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
FOR HUNGARIAN STATE SCHOLARSHIPS1
2022-2023
Call for applications for foreigners
to conduct full degree studies in Hungarian higher education institutions
from the academic year 2022-2023
AIM OF THE SCHOLARSHIP
Based on the financial support of the Hungarian Government, Tempus Public Foundation offers
scholarships for foreign high school or higher education graduates who would like to gain further
knowledge and experience in Hungarian higher education institutions.
Applications may be submitted in two ways:
1) As a nominee of the sending country’s national scholarship organisation, based on the
bilateral agreement of the two countries signed by the Hungarian Government and the
relevant ministry of the given country or territory are entitled to apply for scholarships
defined in the work plan. Information regarding the application procedure, internal
deadlines and the pre-assessment and shortlisting of applications is in the scope of duties
of the national partner office of Tempus Public Foundation and the responsible department
of the national/territorial ministry of education. Applicants need to submit an application
to the responsible ministry (or scholarship organisation) of the sending country, as well as
to Tempus Public Foundation. Applications nominated by the sending country take priority.
As a nominee, you may apply from the following countries:
For bachelor, master or doctoral full degree studies: Poland
Only for doctoral full degree studies: Croatia, Slovenia
2) Independently from the sending country’s national scholarship organisation,
without being nominated through a bilateral agreement and not needing to submit an
application to the sending country, the citizens of the following countries may apply
individually, directly to Tempus Public Foundation:

The call is conditional until Tempus Public Foundation receives the necessary state funds. By submitting
the application, applicants acknowledge that should the signing of the scholarship agreement not happen
or if the call is withdrawn or modified, the applicant may not appeal for any indemnity or reimbursement
against Tempus Public Foundation under any legal title.
1

The call for applications may be modified depending on the actual national or international pandemic
situation.

For full bachelor, master or doctoral studies: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia,
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Norway, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, Sweeden, UK, USA.
SCHOLARSHIP TYPES
Applicants for full degree bachelor, master and doctoral studies can only apply for programs held
in Hungarian language (except for art studies where studies in English is possible). The tuition
fee is covered by the Hungarian state.
In case applicants do not have a B2-level Hungarian knowledge, applicants for master or doctoral
full degree studies are eligible to attend a one-year-long Hungarian language preparatory
course preceding the studies. Applications for preparatory courses need to be done individually,
independently from Tempus Public Foundation.
In case a prospective full degree scholarship holder takes part in and finishes successfully a
preparatory course and starts it from the academic year 2022-2023, he or she can start the full
degree studies from the academic year 2023-2024. The status for full degree studies will take effect
upon a successful preparatory course final exam. The preparatory course final exam certificate
needs to be submitted via e-mail to Tempus Public Foundation’s contact person responsible for the
country of origin.
The request for a preparatory course needs to be indicated in Tempus Public Foundation’s online
application system. During the preparatory course at a higher education institution, a scholarship
will be paid, and a dormitory placement is possible depending on the capacity of the host
institution. These are provided by the host institution.
ELIGIBILITY
For bachelor or master studies applications may be submitted according to the conditions
stipulated in the bilateral state agreement. A successful entrance exam at the receiving institution
is a precondition to being granted by the scholarship.
For doctoral studies applicants must hold a master’s degree. A successful entrance exam at the
Hungarian doctoral school is a precondition to being granted by the scholarship.
The following are not entitled to apply:
 Foreign citizens with an immigration/ settlement permit or in the course of applying for
such a permit in Hungary,
 Foreign citizens with permanent residence in Hungary,
 Foreign citizens employed as defined by the Hungarian Labour Law,
 Those who have already started the studies they wish to apply for at a Hungarian higher
education institution,
 Foreign citizens residing in Hungary.
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AGE LIMIT FOR APPLICANTS
Applicants must be over 18 at the time of submitting the application. There is no age limit.

FURTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Scholarships offered by Tempus Public Foundation allow for studies in any field of arts or sciences
at an accredited Hungarian state- or church-owned, as well as foundation-supported (law Nftv.
117/C) higher education institution.
At most one application can be submitted (in case of several applications, the last one will
be considered as valid). Students may submit at most one more application for summer courses
that need to take place before the start of the full degree studies. Maximum two applications can
be granted in case they do not overlap in time and if the budgetary allocations make it possible.
In case of receiving any other Hungarian-state or EU scholarships for the same purpose and
time period, applicants are not eligible for the Bilateral State Scholarship.
Scholarship-holders must stay in Hungary during the entire period of their studies, excluding
school and public holidays.
During the full degree study period the scholarship holder cannot be granted a scholarship abroad.
SUBMITTING THE APPLICATION
Applicants should submit their applications in the online system of Tempus Public Foundation
(https://scholarship.hu/) in the following way:




Register online with a user ID and password.
After registration, fill in the CV and attach the applications documents under
’Documents to be submitted’.
For the application, a technical online application guide can be found on our webpage
(https://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants).

Please note that we can only accept complete applications submitted before the deadline
through the online system. Applications submitted via post or e-mail will not be accepted.
Before starting the online procedure please read our Online Application Guide carefully and do
not wait until the last few days to apply.
Deadline: 24th February 2022, Thursday, 11 pm CET
(closure of the online application system)
Please keep your USER ID and PASSWORD used for registration as you will need them later
on.
In case of several applications, the last one will be considered as valid.
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In the course of formal evaluation, TPF may send your application back to you if it needs to be
completed. The application may be completed once only. If the applicant does not fully or properly
complete the application within the fixed deadline, his/her incomplete application may be rejected
without any further assessment.
Please note that the applications will be evaluated professionally based on the documents
submitted, so please make sure to provide all the necessary information and attachments listed in
this Call.
Please, note that applicants applying under the bilateral agreement system should submit their
applications and required documents to the organization responsible for scholarships in the
sending country, too. These scholarship offices or responsible ministries work with individual
deadlines. Applicants are advised to contact the responsible organisation of their sending country
as soon as possible so that it can officially review, rank and nominate the applications to Tempus
Public Foundation.
DOCUMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED
Applications have to include the below-listed documents.
The language of the documents can be Hungarian, English, French or German. If they are not
written in any of these four languages, their official Hungarian or English translations must also
be attached. (Documents with the stamp and signature of the issuing institution on letterhead can
be considered as official, there is no need to have it translated by a translator office.)
General application documents necessary for all applicants of full degree studies:
1. Application form of Tempus Public Foundation (downloadable from the online system).
After signing and dating the document by hand, its scanned version shall be uploaded. A
qualified e-signature (AVDH) or any other type of officially certified electronic signature
can also be used.
Beyond the above basic application documents for all applicants, other documents necessary for
full bachelor/master studies:
2. Motivation letter – minimum 1- maximum 2 pages long
3. Copy of highest degree
o for bachelor studies: copy of the highest degree/certificate
o for master studies: copy of the highest degree
4. Proof of Hungarian language proficiency required for the programme (at least B2
knowledge, for example, a language exam certificate, or a certificate issued by the sending
institution, foreign Hungarian Cultural Institute, lectorate or consul, written in Hungarian
or English).
5. Preliminary Acceptance Letter issued by the relevant head of department and
international office of a Hungarian higher education institution, dated, stamped and
signed on institutional letterhead with contact details. The Letter needs to state that the
institution provides the study programme in case the applicant is accepted by the
institution should he/she also be awarded by a scholarship by Tempus Public Foundation.
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The scholarship status is provisional until the decision about admission of the
respective higher education institution will be submitted to Tempus Public Foundation.
(Please, use this form, it is downloadable here: http://tka.hu/internationalprogrammes/4133/information-for-applicants )
Beyond the above basic application documents for all applicants, other documents necessary for
full doctoral studies:
2. Precise and detailed work plan – minimum 1- maximum 5-pages long (according to the
workplan template: http://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-forapplicants )
3. Copy of the highest degree
4. Proof of Hungarian language proficiency required for the programme (at least B2
knowledge, for example, a language exam certificate, or a certificate issued by the sending
institution, foreign Hungarian Cultural Institute, lectorate or consul, written in Hungarian
or English).
5. Publication list (in case the applicant has publications)
6. Preliminary Acceptance Letter issued by the head of the doctoral school accredited in
Hungary, dated, stamped, signed on institutional letterhead with contact details in which
it is stated that the school provides the study programme in case the applicant is accepted
by the doctoral school, and if he/she is awarded by a scholarship by Tempus Public
Foundation. The scholarship status is provisional until the decision about admission by
the Doctoral Council of the respective higher education institution will be submitted to
Tempus Public Foundation. (Downloadable template, please, possibly use this:
https://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants)
7. Two Letters of Recommendation from two recognized experts in the relevant
discipline with original signature, date, stamp and/or on institutional letterhead with
contact details. The signers of the Letters of Recommendations cannot be the same as of
the Letter of Invitation. Recommendations older than 6 months cannot be accepted.

ART SCHOLARSHIPS
Applicants for art scholarships must attach the following supplementary documents uploaded
in the field ‘Other documents’:
Fine and applied artists: documentation of 5 works of art (“portfolio”) indicating the date
of creation, or the link of the webpage where the works are available.
 Performing artists: the link of the webpage of 3 performances of different styles.


Fine, applied and performing artists may be required by the host university to submit a more
detailed portfolio before a scholarship is granted.
Applicants to Liszt Academy of Music (LFZE), before preparing and submitting their application,
should contact the International Department of the Academy for detailed information on specific
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opportunities and also ask for a Letter of Acceptance.
international.office@lisztakademia.hu, phone: +36 1 462 4616.

Contact

e-mail:

The Acceptance Letters must be signed by the Head of Institution and the Head of Department.
Letters signed by teachers only from the department are not accepted.
Applicants should also send their application to Liszt Academy of Music before 15 April besides
submitting it to Tempus Public Foundation and – depending on the type of scholarship and
programme – they have to send a portfolio or take an entrance examination (for further
information applicants should contact the Academy). Applicants should indicate on the application
form that they applied for a Bilateral State Scholarship to Tempus Public Foundation at the same
time. Since the entrance examinations of Liszt Academy of Music are usually organized at the end
of June or beginning of July the positive decision of Tempus Public Foundation is conditional upon
successful admission to the Academy.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
The Hungarian party first examines the applicant’s eligibility then evaluates applications
nominated and ranked by partner offices, as well as individually submitted applications.
After a formal assessment carried out by Tempus Public Foundation, formally correct applications
will be evaluated professionally (see, scoring system at the end of this call).
Preference is given to applicants nominated by their sending relation in the selection procedure.
Any kind of undue influence on the professional evaluation or the application procedure cause
immediate exclusion from the selection procedure.
Scholarships are granted by the Board of Trustees of Tempus Public Foundation in the name of the
Minister responsible for higher education in Hungary.
All applicants (and, in case of nomination, the national/territorial partner offices, too) will be
informed of the final result of the application (awarded scholarship/waiting list/rejection)
electronically (in special circumstances, by post, too) by Tempus Public Foundation. At the same
time successful applicants will be provided with information concerning the terms and conditions
needed to organise their stay in Hungary, in May-June 2022. Tempus Public Foundation informs
the host institute, as well.
There is no appeal to the decision.
SCHOLARSHIP RATES
The scholarship is paid to the scholarship-holder by the receiving higher education institution.
Bachelor and master studies:
Stipend: 56 600 HUF/month (not covering the cost of living)
Accommodation: student hostel accommodation depending on the capacity of the
university, paid by the scholarship-holder
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Doctoral studies:
Stipend: In the 1st and 2nd year 140 000 HUF/ month; in the 3rd and 4th year 180 000
HUF/month (not necessarily covering the cost of living)
Accommodation: student hostel accommodation depending on the capacity of the
university, paid by the scholarship-holder.
The costs of the study programme are covered by the Hungarian State.
Scholarship-holders who are nominated by their sending relation from the Czech Republic,
Poland and the Slovak Republic receive their stipend from their sending relation. Hence, the
amount of their stipend is set by the respective scholarship offices of these countries.
Travel expenses to Hungary, within Hungary and back to the country of origin are not covered by
Tempus Public Foundation.

FURTHER INFORMATION ON FINANCIAL PROVISIONS
In case of receiving any other Hungarian-state or EU scholarships for the same purpose and
time period, applicants are not eligible for the Bilateral State Scholarship.
The scholarship is meant to contribute to the living expenses of only one person, it does not
necessarily cover all expenses during the scholarship period. Tempus Public Foundation does not
provide any financial support for visa fees and any allowance for accompanying persons. Apart
from the above-mentioned costs, Tempus Public Foundation cannot ensure any other allowance
or support.
OBLIGATIONS OF THE SCHOLAR
Should there be any personal changes in personal data (especially change of permanent address,
e-mail address, phone number), the applicant has to notify Tempus Public Foundation
immediately.
IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD
The scholarship needs to be started in the academic year 2022-2023. In case the applicant
participates in a Hungarian language preparatory course in 2022-2023 and he or she completes it
successfully, the full degree study scholarship starts in the following academic year, that is in 20232024.
RESIGNATION
The scholar has to inform the contact person at Tempus Public Foundation about his or her
resignation immediately by email. In case the applicant cannot or do not want to start the
scholarship within the period approved by the decision of Tempus Public Foundation and he or
she wishes to postpone it to the following year, a new application needs to be submitted.

ENTITLEMENT TO HEALTHCARE SERVICES
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According to the rules of the European Parliament and Council Regulations 883/2004 (EC) and
987/2009 (EC), scholarship-holders who are citizens of either the European Union, EEA member
countries or Switzerland are entitled to healthcare services in medical necessity during their stay
in Hungary.
Healthcare services in medical necessity during their stay in Hungary are available for scholarshipholders with the European Health Insurance Card (E111). Medical necessity is determined by the
physician who considers the given circumstances. Scholarship-holders should obtain the European
Health Insurance Card in their home country prior to the arrival to Hungary.
Further important information: healthcare services can only be provided – according to the equal
treatment principle of the European Union - by those healthcare providers that have contractual
relations with the National Health Insurance Fund (NEAK). The scholarship holder has to cover the
costs of those services that are provided by a private healthcare provider that has no contractual
relation with NEAK.
Citizens of all other countries - who wish to stay in Hungary for more than 1 month - are covered
for medical treatment in case of sudden illness by the Hungarian party. This insurance does not
cover dentistry services, with the exception of urgent treatments. Health insurance covered by the
Hungarian party is only available for scholarship holders under the age of 65.
PUBLICATIONS
The scholar as an author or co-author undertakes to indicate in every Hungarian or foreign
publication, thesis and dissertation etc, which was partially or completely a result of the
scholarship study, that it was supported by the Hungarian Government.
CONTACT
Address: 1077 Budapest, Kéthly Anna tér 1.
Postal address: 1438 Budapest 70, Postafiók: 508
Web: https://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants
E-mail address: bilateral@tpf.hu

SCORING SYSTEM
Bachelor or master level:
Evaluation requirements

maximum scores

background of the applicant and relevance
of the scholarship

10

8

Hungarian knowledge

10

quality of motivation letter

10

overall impressions

10

nominee of the foreign partner

10

Hungarian-language studies

10

Total:

60

Doctoral level:

Evaluation requirements

maximum
scores /
expert*

professional evaluation of the application

10

quality of workplan

10

quality of recommendations

10

language knowledge

10

relations with the Hungarian host
institution

10

overall impressions

10

Összesen:

60

*Since two experts evaluate each application, the maximum score may be 2*60, that is 120.
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APPENDIX
Workplan (only for full doctoral studies), Preliminary Acceptance Letter form and Online
Application Guide:
https://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants

Decision of the Board of Trustees of Tempus Public Foundation: 21 October 2021
Publication of the Call for Application: 3 December 2021
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CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
FOR STATE SCHOLARSHIPS IN HUNGARY1
2022-2023
Call for applications for foreigners for Hungarian state scholarships
to conduct study visits in the academic year 2022-2023
AIM OF THE SCHOLARSHIP
Based on the financial support of the Hungarian Government, Tempus Public Foundation offers
scholarships for foreign higher education graduates, lecturers and researchers who would like to
gain further knowledge in Hungarian higher education institutions, research or art institutes.
Applications may be submitted in the following two ways:
1) As a nominee of the sending country’s national scholarship organisation, based on the
bilateral agreement of the two countries signed by the Hungarian Government and the
relevant ministry of the given country or territory. Such applicants are entitled to apply for
scholarships defined in the agreement. Information regarding these applicants about the
application procedure, internal deadlines, pre-assessment and shortlisting of applications are
in the scope of duties of the national partner office of Tempus Public Foundation and of the
responsible department of the national/territorial ministry of education. Applicants need to
submit an application to the responsible ministry (or scholarship organisation) of the sending
country, as well as to Tempus Public Foundation. Applications nominated by the sending
country take priority. As a nominee, you may apply from the following countries:
Bulgaria, Cambodia, Croatia, Czech Republic, Greece, India, Mexico, People’s Republic of China,
Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Vietnam.
2) Independently from the sending country’s national scholarship organisation, without
being nominated through a bilateral agreement and not needing to submit an application to
the sending country, the citizens of the following countries may apply individually, directly to
Tempus Public Foundation:
Albania, Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Egypt, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Korean Republic, Kuwait, Lebanon, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Mexico,
Mongolia, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey, Ukraine, UK, USA, Vietnam.

The call is conditional until Tempus Public Foundation receives the necessary state funds. By submitting
the application, applicants acknowledge that should the signing of the scholarship agreement not happen
or if the call is withdrawn or modified, the applicant may not appeal for any indemnity or reimbursement
against Tempus Public Foundation under any legal title.
The call for applications may be modified depending on the actual national or international pandemic
situation.
1

SCHOLARSHIP TYPES AND ELIGIBILITY
As described above, applications may be submitted for the following types of scholarship
depending on whether the applicant is nominated by the sending country’s ministry (or
scholarship organisation) or not.
As a nominated applicant:
 for short-term study visits (3-29 days) or
 for long-term study visits (1-10 months) applicants holding at least a master’s degree may
apply.
Individual applicants without being nominated:
 for short-term study visits (3-29 days) or
 for long-term study visits (1-10 months) applicants holding at least a master’s degree may
apply.
Individual doctoral student applicants without being nominated:
 for short-term study visits (3-29 days)
Instead of long-term study visits, doctoral studies applicants may apply for one- or twosemester-long doctoral partial studies.
For both short-term and long-term study visits, applicants may choose either the postgraduate
or the postdoctoral category, according to their level of degree obtained:
o postgraduate level: students holding a master’s degree may apply,
o post-doctorate level: applicants holding a doctorate degree may apply.
The following are not entitled to apply:
 Foreign citizens with an immigration/ settlement permit or in the course of applying for
such a permit in Hungary
 Foreign citizens with permanent residence in Hungary
 Foreign citizens employed as defined by the Hungarian Labour Law
 Foreign citizens residing in Hungary.
AGE LIMIT FOR APPLICANTS
There is no age limit.
FURTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Scholarships offered by Tempus Public Foundation allow for studies in any field of arts or sciences
at an accredited Hungarian higher education institution, or for research at a relevant Hungarian
organisation based on an acceptance letter.

During one application cycle within the bilateral state scholarship programme, further to an
application for study visit, applicants may submit another application for partial/semester studies
or for a summer course. Only two scholarships can be granted, in case they do not overlap in time
and if the budgetary allocations make it possible.
In case of receiving any other Hungarian-state or EU scholarships for the same purpose and
time period, applicants are not eligible for the Bilateral State Scholarship.
Scholarship-holders must stay in Hungary during the entire period of their study visit, excluding
public holidays.

SUBMITTING THE APPLICATION
Applicants should submit their applications in the online system of Tempus Public Foundation
(https://scholarship.hu/) in the following way:
 Register with a user ID and password.


Choose one from the two below categories:
o postgradual level: for applicants holding a master’s degree,
o postdoctoral level: for applicants holding a doctorate degree.



After registration, fill in the CV tab and attach the application documents under ‘Documents
to be submitted’..
For the application, an online application technical guide can be found on our webpage
(http://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants).



Please note that we can only accept complete applications submitted before the deadline
through the online system. Applications submitted via post or e-mail will not be accepted.
Before starting the online procedure, please read our Online Application Guide carefully and do
not wait until the last few days to apply.
Deadline: 24th February 2022, Thursday, 11 pm CET
(closure of the online application system)
Please keep your USER ID and PASSWORD used for registration as you will need them later
on.
In case of two or more research applications, the last one will be considered as valid.
In the course of formal evaluation, TPF may send your application back to you if it needs to be
completed. The application may be completed once only. If the applicant does not fully or properly
complete the application within the fixed deadline, his/her incomplete application may be rejected
without any further assessment.
Please note that the applications will be evaluated professionally based on the documents
submitted, so please make sure to provide all the necessary information and attachments listed in
this call.

Please, note that applicants applying under the work plan system should submit their applications
and required documents to the organization responsible for scholarships in the sending relation,
too. These scholarship offices or responsible ministries work with individual deadlines. Applicants
are advised to contact the responsible organisation of their sending relation as soon as possible so
that the given relation can officially review, rank and nominate the applications to Tempus Public
Foundation.
DOCUMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED
Applicants should submit their applications in the online application system of Tempus Public
Foundation (www.scholarship.hu). It can be reached and filled in in Hungarian and in English.
The language of the documents to be uploaded in the online system can be Hungarian, English,
French or German. If they are not written in any of these four languages, their official Hungarian
or English translations must also be attached. Documents with the stamp and signature of the
issuing institution on letterhead can be considered as official, there is no need to have it translated
by a translator office.
1. Application form of Tempus Public Foundation (downloadable from the online system).
After signing and dating the document by hand, its scanned version should be
uploaded. A qualified e-signature (AVDH) or any other type of officially certified
electronic signature can also be used.
2. An abstract of the research in a few sentences.
3. Precise and detailed work plan – minimum 1- maximum 5-pages long (template:
http://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants )
4. Complete professional CV– attached as a file (e.g. https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/)
5. Copy of highest degree/diploma at the time of application (when applying for
postgraduate research, a master's degree, for postdoctoral research a PhD degree, or if not
yet received, the doctoral council's decision of the home higher education institution, is
required )
6. Proof of proficiency in the language that is required for the research programme (at least
a B2-level language exam certificate, or a certificate (in Hungarian or English) issued by the
sending workplace/institution, Lectorate, or an official certificate by the Hungarian host
institution on the basis of previous cooperation). In case the working language is not
Hungarian, the host institution should declare it in writing (in the Invitation Letter).
7. Publication list
8. Preliminary Acceptance Letter issued by the representative of a Hungarian institution,
research or art institute. Document must be with original signature, date, and stamp and/or
on institutional letterhead. ((Please, use this form, it is downloadable here:
http://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants )
9. Two Letters of Recommendation from two recognized experts in the relevant discipline
with original signature, date, stamp and/or on institutional letterhead. The signers of the
Letters of Recommendations cannot be the same as of the Letter of Invitation.
Recommendations older than 6 months cannot be accepted.

ART SCHOLARSHIPS
Applicants for art scholarships must attach the following supplementary documents
uploaded in the field ‘Other documents’:
 Fine and applied artists: documentation of 5 works of art (indicating the date of
creating) or the link of the webpage where the works are available.
 Performing artists: records of performing 3 pieces of different styles or link to the
webpage where the records/performances are available.
Fine, applied and performing artists may be required by the host university to submit a more
detailed portfolio before a scholarship is granted.
Applicants to Liszt Academy of Music (LFZE), before preparing and submitting their application,
should contact the International Department of the Academy for detailed information on specific
opportunities and also ask for a Letter of Acceptance. Contact e-mail:
international.office@lisztakademia.hu, phone: +36 1 462 4616. The Acceptance Letter must be
signed by the Head of the Department. Letters signed by department teachers are not accepted.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE
The Hungarian party first examines the applicants’ eligibility then evaluates applications
nominated and ranked by partner offices, as well as individually submitted applications.
After carrying out a formal assessment by Tempus Public Foundation, formally correct
applications will be evaluated by external independent experts (see, scoring system at the end of
this call).
Preference is given to applicants nominated by their sending relation in the selection procedure.
Any kind of undue influence on the professional evaluation or the application procedure cause
immediate exclusion from the selection procedure.
Based on the results of the evaluation procedure, the Borad of Trustees of Tempus Public
Foundation makes a decision about the applications.
Scholarships are granted by the Board of Trustees of Tempus Public Foundation in the name of the
minister responsible for Higher Education in Hungary.
All applicants (and in case of nomination the national/territorial partner offices, too) will be
informed of the final result of the application (awarded scholarship/waiting list/rejection)
electronically (in special circumstances, by post, too) by Tempus Public Foundation. At the same
time successful applicants will be provided with information concerning the terms and conditions
needed to organise their stay in Hungary in May/June 2022.
There is no appeal to the decision.
SCHOLARSHIP RATES
Scholarships are paid by Tempus Public Foundation to the scholarship holders
Postgraduate applicants:

Stipend: 80 000 HUF/month
Accommodation allowance: 70 000 HUF/month
Postdoctoral applicants:
Stipend: 120 000 HUF/month
Accommodation allowance: 80 000 HUF/month
In case of short term study visits, the full amount of allowances will be transferred after the
conclusion of the grant agreement.
In case of long term study visits, the allowance is transferred on a monthly basis.
Travel expenses to Hungary, within Hungary and back to the country of origin are not covered by
Tempus Public Foundation.

FURTHER INFORMATION ON FINANCIAL PROVISIONS
In case of receiving any other Hungarian-state or EU scholarships for the same purpose and
time period, applicants are not eligible for the Bilateral State Scholarship. In case scholarship
holders are granted another scholarship or get any other financial support (wage) for the same
scholarship period, they must withdraw their state scholarship.
The scholarship is meant to contribute to the living expenses of only one person, it does not
necessarily cover all expenses during the scholarship period. There is no financial support for visa
fees and any allowance for accompanying persons. Payment of the stipend will not be effectuated
immediately upon arrival to Hungary. Therefore scholarship holders are advised to have a
sufficient amount of money to cover their living costs for at least one month in Hungary. In case of
one-month or shorter stays, it is possible that their stipend may be transferred only a few days
before – or after - leaving Hungary. Apart from the above-mentioned costs, Tempus Public
Foundation cannot ensure any other allowance or support.
OBLIGATIONS OF THE SCHOLAR
Should there be any personal changes in personal data (especially change of permanent address,
e-mail address, phone number), the applicant has to notify Tempus Public Foundation as soon as
possible.
IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD
Scholarships have to be implemented during the academic year 2022-2023. Scholarship period
can be started at earliest on 1st September 2022 and must be finished by 31st August 2023 at
latest.
POSTPONEMENT
The scholarship can only be used within the implementation period, it cannot be postponed to the
following academic year.
To modify the starting date within the implementation period can be arranged after receiving the
consent of the host institution. The scholar has to inform Tempus Public Foundation about it. The

request for postponement has to be submitted to the contact person at Tempus Public Foundation
by email.
The modification of the starting date has to be arranged between the scholar and the host
institution.
RESIGNATION
The scholar has to inform the contact person at Tempus Public Foundation about his or her
resignation immediately by email. In case the applicant cannot or do not want to start the
scholarship within the period approved by the decision of Tempus Public Foundation and he or
she wishes to postpone it for the following academic year, a new application needs to be submitted.
If some allowance has already been transferred to the scholarship-holder, he or she must
reimburse it as defined in the General Conditions of the Scholarship Agreement.
ENTITLEMENT TO HEALTHCARE SERVICES
According to the rules of the European Parliament and Council Regulations 883/2004 (EC) and
987/2009 (EC), scholarship-holders who are citizens of either the European Union, EEA member
countries or Switzerland are entitled to healthcare services in medical necessity during their stay
in Hungary.
Healthcare services in medical necessity during their stay in Hungary are available for scholarshipholders with the European Health Insurance Card (E111). Medical necessity is determined by the
physician who considers the given circumstances. Scholarship-holders should obtain the European
Health Insurance Card in their home country prior to the arrival to Hungary.
Further important information: healthcare services can only be provided – according to the equal
treatment principle of the European Union - by those healthcare providers that have contractual
relations with the National Health Insurance Fund (NEAK). The scholarship holder has to cover the
costs of those services that are provided by a private healthcare provider that has no contractual
relation with NEAK.
Citizens of all other countries - who wish to stay in Hungary for more than 1 month - are covered
for medical treatment in case of sudden illness by the Hungarian party. This insurance does not
cover dentistry services, with the exception of urgent treatments. Health insurance covered by the
Hungarian party is only available for scholarship holders under the age of 65.
Scholarship-holders staying in Hungary for less than 1 month are required to make their
own arrangements for insurance coverage.
MOBILITY REPORT
Scholarship-holders are required to submit an online professional report in the online
application system within 30 days after finishing their scholarship period in Hungary, An
automated notification will be sent to the registered e-mail address in this subject. The final
report consists of
-

a 1-2-page-long essay summarizing the scholarship period,

-

a certificate issued by the host institution on the completed scholarship period, and

-

an online questionnaire.

The scholars should ask the host institution for a certificate on a letter-head and it has to include
the starting and closing date of the scholarship period, the aim of the scholarship, the name, title
and coordinates of the person issuing the certificate, as well as the stamp of the institution.
In case the submitted certificate does not cover the period granted by the scholarship, the scholar
is subject to reimburse the scholarship difference to Tempus Public Foundation.
In case the scholarship-holder fails to submit the report, fully or partially, he or she will be
excluded from further scholarship opportunities and will be required to pay back the
scholarship.
PUBLICATIONS
The scholar as an author, co-author, obliged to indicate in every Hungarian or foreign publication,
thesis and dissertation etc, which was partially or completely a result of the scholarship study visit,
that it was supported by the Hungarian Government.

CONTACT
Address: 1077 Budapest, Kéthly Anna tér 1.
Postal address: 1438 Budapest 70, Postafiók: 508
Web: http://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants
E-mail address: bilateral@tpf.hu
SCORING SYSTEM
Evaluation requirements

maximum
score/ expert*

professional evaluation of the application

10

quality of workplan

10

quality of recommendations

10

language knowledge

10

relations with the Hungarian host
institution

10

overall impressions

10

Total:

60

*As two experts assess each application, the maximum score may be 2*60, that is 120 points.

APPENDIX
Workplan, Preliminary Acceptance Letter form, Certificate of Scholarship Completion form, and
Online Application Guide:
http://tka.hu/international-programmes/4133/information-for-applicants

Decision of the Board of Trustees of Tempus Public Foundation: 21 October 2021
Publication of the Call for Application: 3 December 2021

AGENȚIA DE CREDITE ȘI
BURSE DE STUDII
FORMULAR DE ÎNSCRIERE LA CONCURSUL NAȚIONAL
pentru acordarea unei burse oferite în baza
documentelor de colaborare bilaterală sau în mod unilateral de alte state,
pentru anul universitar 20 __ __ / 20 __ __ ,
în __________________________________________
(țara pentru care se solicită bursa)

DATE PERSONALE
Numele (inclusiv numele înainte de căsătorie) și prenumele:

B.I. / C.I. seria __ __ nr. __ __ __ __ __ __ , eliberată de _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

fotografie

______________________________________
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ , la data de __ __ / __ __ / __ __ __ __
Codul numeric personal:
Data nașterii:
Locul nașterii:
Cetățenia:
Domiciliul stabil (din B.I. sau C.I.):

Domiciliul actual:
(se completează doar dacă este diferit de Domiciliul stabil)

Date de contact
Mobil:

Telefon fix:

E-mail:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

____________

__________________

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__________________

Declar pe propria răspundere că

 Nu am antecedente penale


Am antecedente penale; detalii ________________________________________
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AGENȚIA DE CREDITE ȘI
BURSE DE STUDII
Calitatea candidatului și instituția de unde provine din România:
(conform Regulamentului de concurs)

Elev/-ă la cursuri de zi în clasa a XII-a

Liceul

în anul universitar 20 __ __ / 20 __ __
Student/-ă la cursuri de zi în anul _________

Universitatea

(I, II, III, IV, V, V)

în anul universitar 20 __ __ / 20 __ __

Facultatea

Masterand/-ă / Cursant/ă la studii aprofundate

Universitatea

în anul _______ (I sau II)
în anul universitar 20 __ __ / 20 __ __

Facultatea

Doctorand/-ă cu frecvență în anul ____ (I, II, III)

Universitatea

în anul universitar 20 __ __ / 20 __ __
Cadru didactic titular

Instituția de învățământ

Medic rezident (în perioada de finanțare din

Instituția

bugetul M.E.C.)
Cercetător/-oare

Instituția

DATE DESPRE BURSA SOLICITATĂ
Tipul bursei solicitate și durata acesteia:
Stagiu de studii universitare parțiale de licență cu durata de
Stagiu de studii universitare complete de licență cu durata de
Stagiu de studii universitare parțiale de masterat cu durata de
Stagiu de studii universitare complete de masterat cu durata de
Stagiu de studii universitare complete de doctorat cu durata de
Stagiu de cercetare / specializare cu durata de
Cursuri de vară
Stagiu pregătitor (doar pentru cei care solicită studii universitare complete)

luni
ani
luni
ani
ani
luni

Domeniul pentru care se solicită bursa:
(domeniile sunt enumerate în ANEXA la formular; se poate opta doar pentru un singur domeniu )

Instituția care confirmă primirea la studii (denumirea completă), conform condițiilor de înscriere la concurs
impuse de partea externă, dacă este cazul și conform scrisorii de accept / preaccept:
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AGENȚIA DE CREDITE ȘI
BURSE DE STUDII
DATE DESPRE STUDIILE EFECTUATE SAU ÎN CURS DE EFECTUARE

1. Studii liceale
Liceul:
Data începerii studiilor:

Data finalizării studiilor:

Media generală a anilor de studii:

Media examenului de bacalaureat:

2. Studii universitare de licență
Universitatea:
Facultatea:
Specializare:
Data finalizării studiilor:

Data începerii studiilor:
Media anilor de studii promovați:
Anul I
Anul al II-lea
Anul al III-lea

Media examenului de licență:
Anul al IV-lea
Anul al V-lea
Anul al VI-lea

3. Alte studii universitare de licență
Universitatea:
Facultatea:
Specializare:
Data finalizării studiilor:

Data începerii studiilor:
Media anilor de studii promovați:
Anul I
Anul al II-lea
Anul al III-lea

Media examenului de licență:
Anul al IV-lea
Anul al V-lea
Anul al VI-lea

4. Studii universitare de masterat
Universitatea:
Facultatea:
Specializare:
Data finalizării studiilor:

Data începerii studiilor:
Media anilor de studii promovați:
Anul I

Anul al II-lea
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Media examenului de dizertație:

AGENȚIA DE CREDITE ȘI
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5. Alte studii universitare de masterat
Universitatea:
Facultatea:
Specializare:
Data finalizării studiilor:

Data începerii studiilor:
Media anilor de studii promovați:
Anul I

Media examenului de dizertație:

Anul al II-lea

6. Studii universitare de doctorat
Universitatea:
Facultatea:
Specializare:
Data finalizării studiilor:

Data începerii studiilor:

7. Alte studii
Universitatea:
Facultatea:
Specializare:
Data finalizării studiilor:

Data începerii studiilor:

DATE DESPRE CONȚINUTUL DOSARULUI DE CANDIDATURĂ

Documentul
Consimțământ prelucrare date cu caracter personal
Curriculum vitae
Proiect de studiu/creație artistică /cercetare
Program de valorificare a cunoștințelor dobândite în timpul stagiului în
străinătate, pentru care solicită bursa, stabilit de comun acord cu și aprobat
de conducerea instituției din care provine, care va cuprinde referiri la
activitățile didactice, de cercetare sau științifice pe care le va întreprinde
bursierul și care să fie în beneficiul instituției de proveniență
Acordul conducerii instituției de la care provine candidatul, pentru
obținerea unei burse de studii în străinătate, semnat și înregistrat
Recomandări din partea a două cadre didactice sau personalități din
domeniul în care se solicită bursa
Lista de lucrări comunicate în țară și în străinătate (titlul, anul și locul
comunicării), de lucrări publicate în țară și în străinătate (titlul, editura, anul
Str. Caransebeş nr. 1, Sector 1, 012271, Bucureşti
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obser
vații

în
original

în
original
în
original

Da
Nr.
file

Nu

AGENȚIA DE CREDITE ȘI
BURSE DE STUDII
apariției, volumul, cu menționarea paginilor), cărți/traduceri publicate în
țară și în străinătate (titlul, editura, anul), în calitate de unic autor sau
coautor
Notă: În cazul în care candidații nu au activitate științifică/artistică etc., dovedită
prin documente și punctată corespunzător baremelor stabilite, dosarele intră în
etapa evaluării academice, cu pierderea punctajului alocat.

Copii ale actelor de studii, confirmate cu originalul la sediul A.C.B.S: foi
matricole, situații școlare, diplome (bacalaureat, licență, studii aprofundate,
master, doctorat)
Copia atestatului sau certificatului de cunoaștere a unei limbi străine de
circulație internațională sau a limbii străine acceptate de partea externă
pentru stagiu în țara respectivă
Adeverința medicală eliberată de medicul de familie, care atestă faptul că
persoana este declarată aptă pentru efectuarea stagiului în străinătate

în
original

Adeverința care atestă calitatea candidatului în anul universitar în curs

în
original

Documentul privind acceptarea candidatului (dacă este cazul)
Copia buletinului de identitate/cărții de identitate
Copia certificatului de naștere și, eventual, de căsătorie
Copia pașaportului (pentru țările non-U.E.)
Copia chitanței sau a ordinului de plată, prin care s-a achitat taxa pentru
procesarea dosarului
Se vor anexa copii ale lucrărilor reprezentative, ale diplomelor obținute la
concursuri naționale și internaționale; în domeniul artistic/sportiv, se va
face dovada desfășurării de activități specifice (expoziții, filme, concerte,
performanțe naționale, mondiale, olimpice etc.).
Candidații trebuie să depună, în afara dosarului de candidatură în limba română, și un dosar într-o limbă
de circulație internațională, întocmit în conformitate cu cerințele părții externe, care oferă bursa.
Am luat cunoștință de următoarele:
1.
dosarul de candidatură incomplet nu este supus evaluării academice.
2.
dosarul de candidatură intră în gestiunea Agenției de Credite și Burse de Studii și nu se returnează
candidatului, indiferent de rezultatul concursului.
Declar pe proprie răspundere, cunoscând sancțiunile prevăzute de Art. 326 din Codul Penal pentru falsul
în declarații, că toate datele și informațiile din formularul de înscriere la concurs sunt reale

Data __________________

Semnătura _________________________

Notă: Completarea tuturor rubricilor este obligatorie. În cazul în care nu există informații pentru o anumită
rubrică, aceasta se barează.
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ANEXĂ
Domeniile pentru care se poate solicita bursa
(conform H. G. nr. 403/2021 privind aprobarea Nomenclatorului domeniilor și al specializărilor/programelor de studii
universitare ș a structurii instituțiilor de învățământ superior pentru anul universitar 2021-2022)

Matematică
Informatică
Fizică
Chimie și inginerie chimică
Științele pământului și atmosferei
Inginerie civilă
Inginerie electrică, electronică și telecomunicații
Inginerie geologică, mine, petrol și gaze
Ingineria transporturilor
Ingineria resurselor vegetale și animale
Ingineria sistemelor, calculatoare și tehnologia informației
Inginerie mecanică, mecatronică, inginerie industrială și management
Biologie
Biochimie
Medicină
Medicină veterinară
Medicină dentară
Farmacie
Științe juridice
Științe administrative
Științe ale comunicării
Sociologie
Științe politice
Științe militare, informații și ordine publică
Științe economice
Psihologie și științe comportamentale
Filologie
Filosofie
Istorie
Teologie
Studii culturale
Arhitectură și urbanism
Arte
Știința sportului și educației fizice
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